REMOTE WORKER SAFETY PLANS

inReach 2-way Satellite Communicator “Send & Receive Messages”
inReach Tracking Plans

inReach Messaging Plans

inReach Basic Plan

Choose an inReach tracking plan to suit your needs and
budget. Each of the tracking plans come with a generous
number of included track points – enough for a worker to be
continuously on the move for 8 hours a day, 18 days out of
the month. If you don’t need to track as frequently as every
10 mins, you can save money by choosing a plan with less
frequent tracking intervals of 30 or 60 mins.

Choose the inReach Messaging plan if you need to
communicate regularly with your workers while they are in
the field, but don’t require tracking.
If your workers are deployed in the field for 20 working days
during a month they can send or receive 5 satellite text
messages a day and send a pre-set check-in/I’m okay up
to 3 times a day.

The Basic Plan is the most cost effective inReach remote
worker safety solution.
Choose this plan if you do not require tracking or frequent
communication with workers while they are in the field.
If your workers are deployed in the field for 20 working days
during a month they can send a pre-set check-in/I’m okay
up to 3 times a day.

Monthly
Access Fee

Included
Satellite
Text Msgs

Included
Locations

10 Min Tracking (Contract)

$65

10

1500

10 Min Tracking (Casual)

$65

10

1500

30 Min Tracking (Contract)

$55

10

1000

30 Min Tracking (Casual)

$55

10

1000

60 Min Tracking (Contract)

$45

10

500

Location

$0.10

60 Min Tracking (Casual)

$45

10

500

SOS

$0.10

Check-in/OK

$0.10

Tracertrak SMS Alert

$0.10

Satellite text message to or from
Tracertrak up to 160 characters

$0.50

Request location from device

$0.10

Synchronise settings to device

$0.10

Connection Fee (Casual plans only)

$50.00

Suspended Monthly Access Fee (Casual plans only)

$10.00

Plan

Min. cost over 12 months is $780

Min. cost over 1 month is $115
Inc. $50 connection fee

Min. cost over 12 months is $660

Min. cost over 1 month is $105
Inc. $50 connection fee

Min. cost over 12 months is $540

Min. cost over 1 month is $95
Inc. $50 connection fee

Monthly
Access Fee

Included
Satellite
Text Msgs

Included
Locations

Messaging (Contract)

$55

100

60

Messaging (Casual)

$55

100

60

Plan

Min. cost over 12 months is $660

Min. cost over 1 month is $105
Inc. $50 connection fee

Monthly
Access Fee

Included
Satellite
Text Msgs

Included
Locations

Basic (Contract)

$36

0

60

Basic (Casual)

$36

0

60

Plan

Min. cost over 12 months is $432

Min. cost over 1 month is $86
Inc. $50 connection fee

Tracertrak inReach Plans Usage Costs

inReach plans are available on a 12 month or month-to-month term with the option of suspending the inReach service. When you suspend your
inReach casual service, a suspension credit to bring your monthly access fee down to $10 will be applied to your account for every full month that
your service is suspended. Pivotel Satellite Pty Limited. $50 connection fee applies to Tracertrak inReach Casual plans. Prices are in AU$ and include
GST. Each SMS recipient for an alert will be charged at the SMS rate. 2-way SMS Responses, SMS Reminders and SMS Acknowledgements sent to
each recipient will be charged at the SMS rate. A compatible inReach device is required to access the Tracertrak inReach service. Pivotel may apply
call barring where fraudulent use is suspected or for credit control purposes. You will receive a bill by email from Pivotel listing any payments you have
made during the billing period, and a summary of your service usage to enable you to keep track of your overall service usage and monthly spend. An
itemised bill listing all of your service usage events is available on request. You may elect to receive a paper bill by post for an additional fee. Tracertrak
plans are available to credit approved customers only. Minimum contract term is 1 month for inReach Casual plans and 12 months for inReach Contract
plans. inReach Casual plans may be suspended for $10 a month for a maximum of 6 months of a rolling calendar year. A suspension credit will be
applied to your account for each full month that the Tracertrak inReach Casual service is suspended. Minimum cost for inReach Contract Services
over 12 months is $432 on the inReach Basic plan (Contract), $660 on the inReach Messaging plan (Contract), $540 on the inReach 60 Min Tracking
plan (Contract), $660 on the inReach 30 Min Tracking plan (Contract) and $780 on the inReach 10 Min Tracking plan (Contract) plus the cost of inReach
device. Minimum cost for inReach Casual Services over 1 month (including $50 connection fee) is $86 on the inReach Basic plan (Casual), $105 on the
inReach Messaging plan (Casual), $115 on 10 Min Tracking (Casual), $105 on 30 Min Tracking (Casual), $95 on 60 Min Tracking (Casual).
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REMOTE WORKER SAFETY PLANS
SPOT - Satellite GPS Messenger

Iridium Extreme - GPS Enabled Smartphone

“Lowest Cost Lone Worker Safety Solution”

“The Ultimate Lone Worker Safety Solution”

SPOT Plans

Iridium Extreme Plans

Tracertrak with the SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger is our lowest cost Lone Worker safety solution,
with one-way messaging for check-ins and SOS. Tracertrak provides automated “missed checkin” monitoring, large group management and easy device to personnel allocation.

Tracertrak with the Iridium Extreme satellite phone provides the ultimate lone worker safety
solution. Automated missed check in monitoring with check-in reminders minimises your lone
worker safety administration costs and you have a satellite phone too! (Separate voice subscription required).

Plan
Trak SPOT Tracking
Min cost over 12 months
is $372

Monthly
Access Fee

Included
Check in /OK

Included
Locations

Plan

$31

Unlimited

Unlimited

Trak SPOT Unlimited
Min cost over 12 months
is $444

Trak SPOT Extreme
Min cost over 12 months
is $600

Tracertrak SMS Alert

Extreme 150

$25

0

150

Extreme 350

$59

0

350

Min cost over 12 months is $708

Included
Check in /OK

Included
Locations

Iridium Extreme Usage Costs
Track Point

$0.25

$37

Unlimited

Unlimited

SOS

$0.25

Check-in / OK

$0.25

Tracertrak SMS Alert

$0.25

Satellite text message to or from
Tracertrak up to 160 characters

$0.50

Request location from device

$0.25

Synchronise settings to device

$0.25

Monthly
Access Fee

Included
Check in /OK

Included
Locations

$50

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited continuous tracking at 2.5 minute intervals. No need to reset
after 24 hours.
SPOT Usage Costs

Included
Track Points

Monthly
Access Fee

Unlimited continuous tracking at 5, 10, 30 or 60 minute intervals. No need
to reset after 24 hours.

Plan

Included
Satellite
Text Msgs

Min cost over 12 months is $300

Unlimited tracking at 10 minute intervals for up to 24 hours each time
tracking is activated by the user.

Plan

Monthly
Access Fee

Cost inc GST
$0.25

Cost inc GST

Terms and Conditions: SPOT Plans: Pivotel Satellite Pty Limited. Prices are in AU$ and include GST. Each SMS recipient for an alert will be charged at the SMS rate. 2-way SMS Responses,
SMS Reminders and SMS Acknowledgements sent to each recipient will be charged at the SMS rate. A compatible SPOT device is required to access the Tracertrak SPOT service. Pivotel may
apply call barring where fraudulent use is suspected or for credit control purposes. You will receive a bill by email from Pivotel listing any payments you have made during the billing period, and
a summary of your service usage to enable you to keep track of your overall service usage and monthly spend. An itemised bill listing all of your service usage events is available on request.
You may elect to receive a paper bill by post for an additional fee. Tracertrak plans are available to credit approved customers only. Minimum contract term is 12 months. Minimum cost for
SPOT Services over 12 months is $372 on Trak SPOT Tracking, $444 on Trak SPOT Unlimited and $600 on Trak SPOT Extreme over 12 months plus cost of SPOT device.
Terms and Conditions: Iridium Extreme Plans: Pivotel Satellite Pty Limited. Prices are in AU$ and include GST. Each SMS recipient for an alert will be charged at the SMS rate. 2-way SMS
Responses, SMS Reminders and SMS Acknowledgements sent to each recipient will be charged at the SMS rate. A compatible device is required to access the Tracertrak Iridium Extreme
service. Pivotel may apply call barring where fraudulent use is suspected or for credit control purposes. You will receive a bill by email from Pivotel listing any payments you have made during
the billing period, and a summary of your service usage to enable you to keep track of your overall service usage and monthly spend. An itemised bill listing all of your service usage events is
available on request. You may elect to receive a paper bill by post for an additional fee. Tracertrak plans are available to credit approved customers only. Minimum contract term is 12 months.
Minimum cost for Iridium Extreme Services over 12 months is $300 on Extreme 150 and $708 on Extreme 350 plus cost of Iridium Extreme device.
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